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When day is done and shadows fall, I dream of you;
When day is done I think of all the joys we knew. That yearning re
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Refrain slow but rhythmically
Can't you see your baby's blue?
Very true,

baby's blue,
Been this way a week or two,

Baby's blue.

Baby puts the blame on you — Very true — shame on you!
Don't deny, for you know why,

Baby's blue.

Is it worth your while, to see a smile

In place of a tear?

This you can arrange and
change, by saying, "I love you, dear,— I love you, dear.—"

Surely that's not hard to do,— Nothing new,— very true,—

— There are no "ifs" or "buts" or "maybes," Baby's blue.

(over you.)
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Refrain

Oh, A-de-lai,  
This night is bring-ing joy to my

heart,  
Love to my sing-ing, I'm com-ing home,

I'm on my way;  
Are you still wait-ing, My A-de-
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